HOLD FUNERAL OF JOHN CAWDWALDER, TRUSTEE, SATURDAY

Pictorial Section

Needs More Heeders

Missing Editor Points Out Benefits to Be Derived from College Connection

Profs and experiences have never lost that keen sense to sign up for the Pennoni Pictorial Board, especially during a period of dullness and to those who wish to broaden their horizons and be something to the University and the men who make up the campus activities. I appeal to Edward Gehrke, who is the manager of the bowling team. If you have not signed up already, don’t delay. The tournament begins at 6 o’clock tomorrow night.

One of the finest attractions in the University is the band, which is directed by Mr. J. H. Stull. It is a well-balanced band and one that is always well received. The band gives concerts at various times throughout the semester, and its concerts are always well attended.

The Penguin Section

Notices for next Friday’s edition of the Pictorial are now being accepted and should be turned into the editor’s office before the close of business on Thursday.

Right after the band concert, there will be a meeting of the faculty and the students of the University to discuss the future of the Pictorial. The meeting will be held at 7 o’clock in the evening in the University Union.

FRESHMAN PRESIDENT NAMES SECOND SQUADER COMMITTEE

William B. Dem, Freshman class president, yesterday attended a meeting of the committee which will super-

FIRST ROUND OF FIFTH BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT TO BE PLAYED TOMORROW

Freshman Military Academy Five Schedules for Contact with Carnival Five

Jockeytown and Carlow Catholic Lists to Meet at Weightsman Hall

Jockeytown, one of the strongest basketball teams in the state, is scheduled to play Carlow Catholic in the first round of the Fifth Basketball Tournament to be held tomorrow. Jockeytown is expected to win the game, and if they do, they will advance to the second round of the tournament.

Scott High to Meet Pekasie

Strong Smoant Industrial Academy Five Schedules for Contact with Carnival Five

Jockeytown and Carlow Catholic Lists to Meet at Weightsman Hall

Jockeytown, one of the strongest basketball teams in the state, is scheduled to play Carlow Catholic in the first round of the Fifth Basketball Tournament to be held tomorrow. Jockeytown is expected to win the game, and if they do, they will advance to the second round of the tournament.

Scott High, from the south, is scheduled to play the Carnival Five in the first round of the tournament. Scott High is expected to win the game, and if they do, they will advance to the second round of the tournament.

Swimming Season Ends

With C. C. N. M. Meet

Coach Kistler’s Mens Staff Return Engagement With New Yorkers Club in Chicago Engagement

FRESHMAN MERMEN SEAT GIARD

Coach Kistler’s swimmers will compete in the City College of New York Invitational Meet on Saturday, April 15, at the Phipps Center for Swimming and Diving. The meet will be held at 10 o’clock in the morning.

Kistler, the coach of the men’s swimming team, said that the swimmers are looking forward to the meet and are expected to perform well.

“A lot of the swimmers have been practicing hard and are in top form,” said Kistler. “I think we’ll have a good showing.”

Tickets for the meet can be purchased at the door or in advance from the University Ticket Office.

Proven Effort Has Been Expressed in This Year’s Academic Program

The academic program has been receiving a lot of attention this year, and the efforts of the faculty and students have not gone unnoticed. The students have been working hard to complete their work on time, and the faculty has been there to support them.

The university has also been making changes to improve the academic program. The new curriculum, for example, has been designed to better prepare students for their future careers.

This year’s academic program has been a success, and the university is looking forward to continuing its efforts to improve the academic experience for all students.

Victory for Princeton Five Will Enable University Five to Compete in the Carolina Tournament

The Princeton Five have scored a 26-point victory over the North Carolina Five, and this will enable the university Five to compete in the Carolina Tournament. The university Five is currently ranked third in the country, and a win in the Carolina Tournament could vault them into the number one spot.

The University Five has been working hard to prepare for this tournament, and the players are excited about the opportunity to compete against some of the best teams in the country.

The game will be played on Saturday, and the university Five is expected to win.

The University Five has a strong record of success, and they have been ranked in the top 10 teams in the country for the past few seasons.

They have already won a number of significant games this year, and they are looking forward to continuing their success in the Carolina Tournament.

The university Five will be playing against some of the best teams in the country, and they are ready for the challenge.

Tickets for the tournament can be purchased at the box office or online.

The University Five is looking forward to competing in the Carolina Tournament and to seeing how they perform against some of the best teams in the country.
**Fraternities - Attention**

We give special service and prices to fraternities

Highest quality of meat obtainable on Campus

PENNOKS MEAT MARKET

**The Margaret Elizabeth Café Tea**

345 WALNUT STREET

All the excellence of home cooking.

**Cafeteria**

Breakfast 7:00 A.M. 
Lunchroom 11:00 A.M.
Dinner 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY. Breakfast 8:30 
Dinner 12:00

**Splendid Restaurant**

3645 Woodland Ave.

Good Food, Properly Prepared at Popular Prices

**You Will Find**

Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles and Students Supplies to be found anywhere in West Phila.

ZULLINGER'S DRUG STORE

40th and Spruce Sts.

Barring 1234

**WARREN'S**

3425 WALNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Importing Tailors

2 week delivery on all orders

**BELLAK**

Pianos Rented

1129 Chestnut Street

Tires and Tubes

Storage, Repairs and Accessories

107 to 115 SOUTH 57th STREET


R. Rubenowitz, Mgr.

Barring 1703

STUDIO WAFFLE SHOP

PERFECT PLEATED PANCAKES

36th Above Locust

Open from 9 by 12 P.M.

**Good Values In Used Cars**

208-10 North 22nd Street

The title of this advertisement was originated by Dodge Brothers and passed to their dealers as an invaluable document. We believe we are justified in saying that we are living up to the dictum in every particular.

Open Every Night

**HAMITON GARAGE**

Storage, Repairs and Accessories

1724 to 1726 5TH STREET


A. Rubenowitz, Mgr.

Barring 1703

**Do You Need Money?**

See Dave Brooks, 3211 Woodland Ave.

Money Loan Office

Owing to the increase of business I have moved to larger quarters 3219 Woodland Avenue. - Showing a large variety of Men. Come down and look around. I am not connected with any other Business. Money Loan Office.

I BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING

BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

**FLEMINGS, LTD.**

offer Semi-Annual Sale everything

MARKED DOWN 20 P.C.

1314 WALNUT STREET

Photo. Walnut 4421

TROUSER SHOP

905 Walnut St.

Br. Vest or Sample: New Pair Made to Measure

**The PENNSYLVANIAN**

Frid. March 12, 1921

FRIDAY March 12, 1921
The Commodore's Chat

Bands, Concerts, Instruments

JACOB REED'S SONS

Cortissoz School of Instruction in Instrument Playing

Make a date to drop in at the Penn... Broadway... Broadway

prices make Reed's Clothings. Heed's Standard of attractive patterns and coloring especially desirable.

Jewelry Watch Students and Professionals


We invite you to view

OUR SPRING DISPLAY

at

HOUStON CLuSTER

Today

Suit or Topcoat $28.75 & $38.75

The Edward Tailoring Co., Inc.,

1724 Market Street

Hotel Times Square

c25 W. 43rd Street, Just West of Broadway

New York City

"AROUND THE CORNER FROM EVERYTHING"

This hotel located within a few steps of all the leading theatres, shops and transport lines, offers comfortable accommodations at the following rates:

- Rooms with Running Water...
- Rooms with Private Bath...
- Double Rooms with Private Bath (2 Persons)...
- No Higher Rates Special Weekly Rates...

Beauston's

Established 1874

Opp. Dorms

Everything For The Student

Come In and Look Over

Our Complete Stock

PAGE THREE
There seems to be a considerable surfeit among certain students that the College is in fact only a part of the world's University in spite of the futility of the debate the other day. For their information we offer the plain fact that probably no radical changes will be made until the beginning of the new term, when the College will be incorporated with the Wharton School.

If debates are going to be a popular method of deciding important questions we will consider challenging the Pech-Beau to a debate in which it will be firmly established that he is a harmless nonsense. This isn't a formal challenge, you understand. We wouldn't be doing it.

"Museum Boys Sword Collection."—Headline.

Of course, this is merely a prestidigitation on our part, but this box was accomplished in a very satisfying manner as the public is not going to be too astonished at the sight of the Wharton School with hanging gardens. On the other hand we don't doubt that any house could get out of the discussion a few turns around, which would put them in good stead for the proper change to be made, while even a numerous populace are going to be taken this summer.

Good old scaffold! What could we ever do without it? We hope it stays up at least until we turn this space over to our summer.

The principle of freeloafing is generally established by the instructions to staff really does not encourage in the College. The feeling of the students is that the instructors who are teaching the course than the Wharton School is one with an attachment to the Wharton School. This was "the temple dedicated to Nin-Gal, wife of Nannar, in the time of the Ziggurat..." was "the temple dedicated to Nin-Gal, wife of Nannar, in the time of the Ziggurat..." was "the temple dedicated to Nin-Gal, wife of Nannar, in the time of the Ziggurat..."

PENN and INK

Pennsylvania State University

a familiar type of nonsense, being a harmless nonsense. The Wharton School is one with an attachment to the Wharton School.
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WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA

THE PENNSYLVANIA THEATRE

The Best Theaters, Movies, Places to Dine and Dance

B. K. KEITH'S CHESTNUT AND THIRteenth STREET

THIS WEEK

WEEK OF MARCH 2nd


Preceding a One Act Comedy with Geo. Mayo & C. Marsh

LAWYERS

THREE

with Jerry Jarnagin in a Cycle of Vocal and

MARCH 13, 1925

EXCLUSIVE

GRACE VALENTINE

MAUDE FEALY

New and Greater Mental Achievements From Press Bid,. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

EMBER OF LIGHT, written by the well-known light-weight champion the world has ever known, is making its vaudeville debut at Keith's. This week and resulting in real sensation. Not only does Leonard appear in the former of heroes, but he has a command act that interests and entertains everyone. His demonstration of how to keep fit is well worth going to see. Among the surrounding bill is Doctor Jordon, grand opera star, who sings vocal classic and popular songs, and Roy Flintham, the "Original Irish " who keeps the audience in a roar by his monumental comedy and songs. Others are Mark and Velma; Charles Althoff, the "Yankee Fiddler," McCarthy, Kirsteen, Krema, White and Wyman and Company and Mrs. J. On June, Madame Sophie Tucker, international comedienne and greatest of all speaking of entertainment, will headline the bill. Keith's during the month. Madame Tucker stands at the very head of her class on a career of rounding with a natural and honest approach and has a fine list of new numbers to offer. She is assisted by Ted Shapiro and Jack Carrell. Musical Follies and Grace Valentine together from the legitimate stage, will appear in a comedy program with "Palmer-McCabe's" Appliance. Harry Kahler, a comedian, who gives a perfect performance, is a combination of comic and romantic. Madame Tucker has received the confidence of the press and is now in the process of rounding up new numbers. Madame Tucker has given the confidence of the press and is now in the process of rounding up new numbers.

The Pennsylvania is well-equipped for the presentation of motion pictures. It's a laugh from start to finish. And it's funny enough to get laughs from even those whose special business is to provide satisfactory seats. Everybody understands how much peace of mind depends upon the physical comfort. It takes a wonderfully fine entertainment to make one forget physical discomfort or dissatisfaction. In a theater, or out of it, an uncomfortable or disadvantageously situated seat can make one's enjoyment of the performance all but unbearable. The Pennsylvania has its eye on this angle because it knows that the place of entertainment is not only a theatre, or out of it, an uncomfortable or disadvantageously situated seat can make one's enjoyment of the performance all but unbearable.
INFIELD CANIDATES SHOW FORM IN PRACTICE GAME

Scrubs Score Four Runs in First inning

Tba first inning, saved the Varsity from the hurling of Krauss and Knoblauch after they tired in the Brat inning, and in the game yesterday the scrubs being defeated by the second team in a second-string lineup into which Huffer, Allen, Captain Parr and Armstrong were pushed hard for their positions were absent.

Dr. Schmidt will speak at next German club meeting

Dr. Heinrich Schmidt will be the principal speaker at the next meeting of the German Club, which will be held in Memorial Hall Thursday evening at 8:15. The life and work of Mozart, the famous Austrian composer, will be the subject of Dr. Schmidt's address. The speaker, who is a student in the Dental School, is an accomplished musician and will play several of Mozart's selections on the piano.

Any students desiring to join the club will have their last opportunity to do so this year at the meeting Wednesday. The names of all members must be handed in to the Class Record at an early date, so it is imperative that underclassmen desiring to join the club do so on Wednesday. At the conclusion of the program a dance will be held and refreshments served.

HOLD FUNERAL OF JOHN CADWALADER, TRUSTEE

Continued from Page One

Time: Six o'clock daily with the Orphan's Court. In 1869 he served as Chairman of the local committee of the Philadelphia Centennial. At the time of his death plans were going forward for the opening of the Schofield-stone Centennial of 1898, commemorating his participation in the Centennial.

He was a member of many societies and clubs, among them the American Philosophical Society, of which his grand uncle, Dr. William Small, was a member; the Philadelphia Club, the University Club, the Art Club, the Penn Club and the Philadelphia County Club. He was also a member of the Metropolitan Club of Washington, and the Reform and Manhattan Clubs of New York. He was a member of the Council of the Pennsylvania Historical Society and president of the Academy of Natural Sciences.

M'NICHOLSON CONCLUDE COURT SCHEDULE WITH CHAMPION TIGER FIVE

Continued from Page One

Once it has been all present, as view of this, and despite the excellent record of the Tau, Captains "Bill" Keene and his teammates feel that they have more than an even chance to give the visitors their first defeat of the season in the Invinc- ible League.

Getting back into the history of the Pennsylvanians Princeton games, the records show that the University quintet with twenty-six triumphs holds the edge over the Tigers and Black in the twenty-two basketball meetings between the two universities. Last year Pennsylvanians won on the Tigers' home floor by a slender margin of one point, while the Princeton Five defeated the Red and Blue in the Weightman Hall after an extra period of play.

Arrangements have been made whereby the results of the game will be broadcast from Station WCAC, located in the Hotel Pennsylvania. This station is in charge of Burton & Co.

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

Varsi-Tea-Cafe

3911 & 3913 CHESTNUT STREET

THE FAVORITE OF A NATION

BEECH-NUT CHEWING GUM

IT'S THE FLAVOR THAT COUNTS

BEECH-NUT QUALITY

Has No Equal

Announce the arrival of a new and exclusive line of wood- en imported direct for men's wear and respectfully invite your inspection.

THE SPRING WEATHER CALLS FOR OXFORDS and when you're buying shoes you might as well get the best.

MUSI BOOTHSHOP 3611 WOODLAND AVE.

Have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time.

Pennsylvania men desired, both Graduates and Under- Graduates.

Call at this office and learn details.

The Drover's and Merchants National Bank

Opp: West Phila. Station P. R. R.

CHESTER AVENUE OFFICE

5017 Chester Avenue

Capital

$3,565,726.00

Completely Commissary

S. G. Graham, Jr.

CASHIER

Charles V. Mohan

GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.

Leading Specialists in New Styles

Suit Overcoats Sport Clothes Jackets

2068 Market Street, Philadelphia

The University Club

UNIVERSITY MEN!

Due to the large number of cancellations of orders and the surplus stocks of Spring Suits and Topcoats we have manufactured we are forced to raise prices. Therefore we are going to sell direct to the public at the exact wholesale cost.

This is an opportunity for you to save money.

These Suits and Topcoats are the Latest Styles and Patterns for spring.

Come in today while the selection is large.

GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Clothing
41 Market Street

Open Evenings Until 8. Saturday Until 7

RED TOP CAB

"THE CAB WITH THE PENNANT ON THE DOOR"